BUY A BOND, BOYS, BUY A BOND, GIRLS.
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Moderately fast

VOICE

Our boys are fighting on land and sea, They are
Liberty bonds will open freedom's doors, Bringing the

fighting for world's liberty; The things they need to
end forever to all future wars. Now really this is a
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win this war, Are shells and powder that make guns roar, Ships are wanted to cause worthwhile, To aid humanity thru its worse trial, Bonds, bonds, bonds must be carry them across, Clothing to keep them warm, bought until it hurts, Show me the one who shirks,

Liberty bonds will buy these needs, So it's up to you and me. So Liberty bonds will bring victory, So it's up to you and me. So

CHORUS

buy a bond, boys, buy a bond, girls, Everybody's got to buy some
bonds,
Buy all you can and then buy some more, Show the

Kaiser that we mean to win this war.
Back up our boys in the

trenches,
Prove that we're with them heart and soul,
Open your pockets wide,

Get into your real stride, Six billion dollars is our goal.
goal.
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